Client Engagement Agreements Planning for Success

Presenters:

Deborah Templeman, Principal, Gilchrist Connell
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Format of the Seminar
• Introduction
• Presentations
– Cautionary Tales (what can go wrong)
– Critical Elements of an Engagement
Agreement

• Questions
• Feedback
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Why are we here?
Risks:
− Inadequate or incomplete scope of work creates
a wider than intended obligation to the client;
− Acceptance of “high risk” terms of the client
Causes:
Lack of shared understanding and agreement of:
– the client’s requirements and objectives
– scope of work and exclusions
– basis of charging and likely costs and time to
complete
– other service terms including the practice’s
requirements of the client
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Why are we here?
Consequences:
− Financial loss – repayment of fees; loss of
billable hours; payment of insurance excess;
possible claims loading; payment of claims over
$2m (if no top-up insurance)
− Reputational damage
Likelihood:
High without adequate controls
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Cautionary Tales
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How could you end up needing a
Law Mutual panel solicitor?
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Scenario 1
• Informal conversation leads to instructions on
retail franchise purchase.
• Given a file of documents for review at first
meeting.
• Documents discussed at a second meeting.
• The solicitor then signed a certificate of
independent legal advice and conducted
settlement of the transaction.
• Clients later claim they were not told the
lease had only 18 months to run and that
they should have advised not to proceed to
pay for the franchise.
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Scenario 2
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Firm was engaged to conduct due diligence on a proposed investment in a
building product.
The parties had agreed, without legal advice, a heads of agreement for a joint
venture including requiring the client to pay for the rights to the product.
The client asked for a ‘bargain basement’ due diligence, for a capped fee.
Document headed ‘legal due diligence issues’ sent to the client, indicating this
was a starting point to paring back to a more limited scope of work. No such
paring back occurred.
Subsequent meeting and telephone conversation in which the client said it
would handle the licence issue.
On the settlement date, it was discovered that no licence had been obtained.
Client advised not to proceed until the licence was obtained. The client
instructed firm to proceed anyway.
Business subsequently failed.
Vendor’s building licence had been suspended and current licence was limited.
The other party was a fraud.
Client claimed the firm should have enquired into the status and conditions of the
existing licence held by the other party.
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Scenario 3
• The client were ‘mum and dad’ investors in what turned out to
be a fraudulent scheme
• The scheme was wound up and the proponent of the scheme
was convicted of criminal offences
• The investors turned to the solicitors and others to try to make
a recovery
• The investors said that they retained the solicitors to advise
and act for them in the proposed investments
• It was contended that the solicitors actually advised that the
investment was secure, profitable and prudent and the
business legitimate
• On the solicitors’ version, the solicitors were only retained to
act and advise on the refinancing which gave the clients the
funds to invest
• The law firm went through a 9 day trial, and then an appeal
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Scenario 4
• A client sought independent legal advice on
loan and security documents from a solicitor
• She was to mortgage her residence to assist
with capital for her son’s gymnasium
business
• The lawyer explained the terms of the loan
and mortgage documents but did not enquire
about the identity or financial circumstances
of the gym’s owner
• The client lost her home when the gym
business failed.
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Scenario 5
• A lawyer saw a lender and a borrower together
• There was no written or express retainer
• Both parties gave the lawyer information to put in the
loan documents
• The fees for the documents were included in the
solicitor’s monthly retainer invoices to the borrower
• While the documents were apparently fine, the
borrower’s financial position was dire, and this was
known to the solicitor. It was alleged that the solicitor
was the lender’s solicitor and should have warned him
of this.
• The solicitor denied having any retainer to the lender.
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Critical Elements
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What are the critical elements of an
Engagement Agreement?
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Critical aspects of an Engagement
Agreement
• Identify the client
• Scope of work
• Authority to retain/instruct (if a company or other
than the client)
• Identify the responsible principal/practitioner
• Time limits/periods
• Service standards
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Critical Elements of an Engagement
Agreement (cont)
• Costs, expenses and payment
•
•
•
•

Termination of the Agreement
Requirements (by practice) of the client
Complaint handling
Retention of files/file retrieval
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Review of the Engagement
• Changing circumstances – require a
review of the Engagement Agreement
• Obtain the client’s agreement to the
variation to scope/terms
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Closing the Engagement
•
•
•
•
•

Outcome of the Matter
Confirm File/Matter – closed
Confirm any ongoing future issues
Return Original Documents
Final Bill to Client
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Things to take away:
1. Identify the client and practitioner responsible for the
conduct of the case.
2. Capture the client’s objectives and concerns.
3. Consider the scope of work to be undertaken, the firm’s
capability to conduct matter and associated risks.
4. In accepting instruction, communicate critical information
and obtain the client’s agreement.
5. If circumstances change, consider the implications and
obtain the client’s agreement to any varied terms.
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Thank you

lawmutualwa.com.au

